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A major challenge in medicine is the substantial
increase of chronically ill patients with multiple ailments.
Conventional diagnostics may reveal important
indicators of strains, but rarely detect the underlying
regulatory blockades hindering the body’s healing. In
case of multiple complaints, the question arises: which
therapeutic stimulus does the body react to, if at all?

● Accurate and reliable
fully automatic measurement and analysis

Each body part and every body system, whether healthy
or diseased, has a specific reaction pattern to weak,
external stimuli. On the basis of this reaction pattern,
valuable conclusions can be drawn on the state and
the functionality of the examined organs and systems.
Based on VitalfeldTechnology, a novel, physical measuring
method has been developed with which energetic
structures can be measured and visualised.
The novel measuring system Global Diagnostics automatically records and analyses the patient’s energetic
reaction pattern in less than ten minutes. The analysis
covers more than 540 body objects like nerves, muscles,
joints, organs etc. and 13 body systems. After the
measurement has finished the results are displayed
immediately.
Collecting and displaying of bioenergetic data with
Global Diagnostics is based on pure physics. Thus,
every medical practitioner or therapist benefits from
the results, irrespective of his or her therapy methods.
Once the unit is connected to the patient it automatically
measures and independently analyses.
Options on request
The Global Diagnostics therapy module is an
additional software option, available on request. This
program unit provides a total of five different therapy
applications. Each therapy can be adjusted to the
patient’s condition.
1. individually harmful frequencies
2. single frequencies
3. body systems
4. global scaling frequencies
5. multiple-frequency therapy
The Global Diagnostics sample holder measurement is another helpful tool, available on request. It
is designed to establish how the oscillation pattern of
a substance (in the sample holder) affects the organism.
The results of the sample holder measurement may
be saved to a file.

Important note: Since 1991, VITATEC products have been used
successfully by a steadily increasing number of VitalfeldTherapists.
The term “Vitalfeld” was coined by us. VitalfeldTechnology
belongs to the area of complementary and alternative medicine
and has not yet been recognized by conventional medicine.

● Time-saving and fast
● Non-invasive measurement
● Automatic verification of the correspondence
between the patient’s measurement results
and more than 3000 digitised substance spectra
(allergens, homeopathic remedies, toxins etc.) up to
three measurements may be compared statistically
and any previous measurement may be analysed,
substance groups are selectable
● Identification of prevailing
electromagnetic influences
For the first time, the immediate electromagnetic
influences (electrosmog) affecting the patient can
be measured.
● Ease of operation (Windows standard)
● Complete delivery
measuring device and laptop with pre-installed and
tested software
● Software updates are available
at regular intervals
● Comprehensive help texts
● Consistent user interface
with our products MitoSoft2, MitoPlus2a andDigiSoft3
● Consolidated patient data
recording of all patient data in the same database as
MitoSoft2, MitoPlus2a and DigiSoft3
● Therapy success control
During the course of treatment, you may carry out
repeated measurements with Global Diagnostics to
determine whether the therapy produces the desired results by energetic standards. Please note that
a few days should be allowed between measurements. For VitalFeld therapists: adequate MitoSan
or MitoPlus therapy programs4 are calculated and
automatically suggested. They may be started directly.

nt data1 – for a reliable diagnosis!
The measurement with Global Diagnostics is very easy to perform. The patient is connected to the Global Diagnostics device
with electrodes attached to the ankles. After a preliminary
electrosmog check, the device performs a measurement of the Your most accurate and fastest
assistant for diagnosis
energetic structures of over 540 body objects in less than 10
minutes. The results are displayed immediately on the laptop
monitor.

Global Diagnostics

The patient’s measurement results enable you to use your
treatment methods on target. In case you already are a
Vitalfeld therapist(4), you can use the program suggestion
displayed automatically after the measurement by starting
your MitoSan or MitoPlus device directly.
You may also, using a patient’s existing measurements, perform
an automatic verification of the energetic correspondence between the body’s own spectra and more than 3000 digitised
substance spectra. If you are a user of DigiSoft, the substances
are instantly provided to DigiSoft. Up to 20 substances may be
transferred directly to the DigiSoft treatment plan. Additionally,
it is indicated whether a substance can be treated with Global
Diagnostics and/or DigiSoft, whereupon the substance is included in the respective treatment plan.
The software module “therapy”, available on request, provides
the additional option of treatment by administering a weak
signal within the frequency range of 4 KHz to 400 MHz.
An initial and final amplification (finer gradation) may be
determined for every therapy individually. Up to 16 entries,
including rest periods, may be recorded in the treatment
plan. A total of five different therapy options is available:
1. Each measurement identifies, among others, the individually harmful frequencies for the patient. The
very same harmful frequencies may be treated specifically right after a measurement.
2. The therapy option Single frequencies enables you
to set 10 single frequencies with very high precision
(accuracy of 0,0001%) and to use them therapeutically.
3. In the therapy option Body systems, the patient’s
body systems that need therapeutic support may be
selected from a multiple selection list for a stabilizing
treatment.
4. According to the Global Scaling Theory, different
frequency ranges showing similar characteristics may be
combined into a treatment mode. The therapy module
offers 3 different treatment modes based on Global Scaling,
namely “compress”, “decompress” and “special”.
5. Multiple-frequency therapy offering more than 240
treatments for bacteria, viruses, fungi, mites, parasites.

1)

Extract from a study on the reverse

2)

PC-based control of the MitoSan-device (see number 4 below)

2a)

Software belonging to the MitoPlus-device (see number 4 below)

3)

Digitised substance spectra for test and treatment purposes

4)

Therapy system developed by VITATEC using therapeutic signals to help the body
to restore its cellular energy level. The devices employed: MitoSan or MitoPlus.

5)

Allow a few days between individual measurements.

Full-body measurement
In less than 10 minutes,
over 100 million distinct measurements
are performed and
verified in a second test.
Visual analysis
Over 540 body objects
may be analysed
(functions, organs, systems etc.).
3D Graphics:
Organs, blood vessels, nerves,
lymph, the skeleton and the brain are
presented in three different views.
In every graphic, the respective body
objects are displayed – they may
additionally be highlighted in yellow
for learning purposes.
The view can be enlarged using the
zoom function; it can be turned and
as you move the mouse over the
graphic, the respective object name
is displayed.
The chosen angle and the size of
the display detail are retained from
one view to the next (e.g. skeleton –
nerves – blood vessels etc...).
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The new Global Diagnostics
was assessed in a first study –
it concludes: Accurate measurement data and reliable results.
In 2007, at the University Hospital Graz, Prof. Dr. Martie TruschnigWilders, head of the Clinical Institute of Medical and Chemical
Laboratory Diagnostics, carried out an independent analysis of
patient data provided by German medical doctors. Conventional
medical parameters of 44 patients were compared with the
respective Global Diagnostics measurement results.
Quoting from the study: “For all patients included in the study,
the main diagnoses, established by conventional medical methods,
were confirmed by the “Global Diagnostics” system: a conclusive
correlation between the results of the “Global Diagnostics”
measurements and the diagnostic findings established by conventional methods was achieved...”
“... Particularly noteworthy is the so far not addressed potential of
this bioenergetic examination: It may reveal hidden or incipient
pathological processes that, at that stage, cannot be detected by
conventional medical methods.”

treating
Advantages at a glance
Measurement procedure lasting less than
10 minutes
Over 100 million single measurements
verified by a control check
Integrated electrosmog measurement to detect
external interference
Automatic measuring and data processing
Treatment suggestions based on the patient’s
measurement results
Additional integrated therapy module available
on request
Automatic analysis of more than 3000 digitised
substance spectra, placing no strain on the
patient
Identification of the electromagnetic reaction
to any substances like e.g. dental material
Non-invasive measurement
CE marking in accordance with the EU Medical
Device Directive (93/42/EEC)

Do not hesitate to contact us,
we are happy to answer your questions!
Authorized VITATEC Reseller:

www.vitatec.com
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